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Revolutionary Leadership - 6 Skills to Revolutionize the Leader within!

In this 8 week course we unpack and revolutionize leadership at the core. Before anyone can effectively lead
a team or organization, they must first embrace a philosophy that is scalable - and it first must begin from
within. Learn and implement the 6 Skills to Master Leadership as a team. This training not only creates
paradigm shifts in leadership, it will also bring the teams and the company closer together. This process will
optimize and maximize your organization in productivity and efficacy.

The HeART of Influence -7 Steps to Sales and Influence Mastery

In 8 weeks we will create a monster sales team that delivers RESULTS! Through engagement, exercises and
unpacking your unique sales process we will transform your team into beasts that influence with HeART! You
may have heard the old saying, “No one cares how much you know until they know how much you care”. In
this training we powerfully delve into meeting your prospects needs at a deep level to explode sales, revenue
and referrals.

Communication Revolution - Become a Master Communicator

This is a 2 day intensive for coaches, therapists, trainers and influencers. If you need to communicate and
influence personally or professionally, this training is for you. It can also serve as a high level deep dive into
NLP – Neuro Linguistic Programming. This is an in depth training on communication, language, how it can
keep someone trapped, and how to unpack the patterns and break them free from the confines of said
language patterns. Participants leave this event as powerful communicators. This is an extremely powerful
training for influencing thoughts, beliefs and behaviors.

Oration Revolution -Speakers Mastery Bootcamp

Oration Revolution is a 2 day intensive designed to access the master orator within. In this training you
will not only learn what makes an outstanding orator, you will apply what you learned in the training. You will
find your style and own it with confidence! If you are already a speaker or want to be one, this is for you!
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Vision Quest – New Years Revolution – Turn FEAR into POWER and Design your Outcome!
A one day full immersion experience to re-present yourself to your goals and outcomes. How many times do
people set New Years resolutions only to give up within months? This event was created to help us remember
what our purpose is, find out what has prevented us from achieving it and then breakthrough to accomplish a
clear compelling vision. This full day immersive intensive will go into the evening where as a final act of
courage and focus, you will storm across 8 ft of 1200 – 1800 degree hot coals!
New Years Revolution is not just for the New Year, it is to rebirth your team to
new goals and re-energize!

Breakthrough Experiences
Take your events or trainings to the next level with a Breakthrough Experience!
Customize and maximize your message with an experience your participants
will never forget! Imagine connecting your message to a breakthrough
experience like storming across 8 feet of 1200 degree coals, or extinguishing
a 12” flame in your mouth, or breaking an arrow with your neck, or getting
clear on your vision, clear on what is stopping you, and then busting
through that story by breaking a 1” board with your hand. Make your event
a breakthrough that lasts!!

Neuro Linguistic Programming Certification
from the Society of NLP
This is a 6 month certification in NLP by the originators of the technology.
This training is two intensive days a month for 6 months with practical application in between sessions to
master your skills. We also create coaching pods that ensure accountability during the process.
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Keynotes
Rules - Up Level Your Leadership Skills - Take Your Team to New Heights

In this high impact interactive keynote we will dive into what guides our decision-making and actions. Get your
team on the same page by learning what guides our decisions. Optimize and maximize your organization on a
deep level and let your organization soar!

Success Revolutionized - Resignation to Motivation! Re-Energize Your Team!

Has your team given up? Have they become lazy and unmotivated? Are they resigned to the apathy of the
workplace? Did you decide to do something and have a motivational speaker come in to pump up your team,
but a week later it was back to the way it was? Or worse? Maybe you had a taste of a motivated team so now the
contrast is even stronger! Dug is a master practitioner and trainer of NLP (Neuro Linguistic Programming) and
he will not only motivate your team, he will also teach deep leadership skills to create lasting transformation
by giving them the tools to get motivated and STAY MOTIOVATED!

POP - The Power of Purpose! Align Your Team!

If your team isn’t aligned in purpose, they will get stuck in the tyranny of HOW to do something instead of WHY.
One of the biggest drains of an organization is time leakage. That time waste is often based in worry about the
process. Our business landscape is in a constant state of flux and we need our organization to be aligned so we
can be as efficient as possible. This keynote will make your team POP!

Creatures of Addict - 6 Critical Needs to Address when Dealing with Addiction and Recovery

A silent killer of progress and growth in any organization stems from mental health and addiction issues. What
we are really speaking of is coping skills to deal with underlying issues. The truth is drugs and alcohol are not
the real problem, they are a solution. In this interactive keynote Dug will unpack mental health, addiction, and
recovery in a new way - creating understanding and tools for change. Dug’s expertise working in the addiction
field for over 5 years gives him keen insight into the real challenges companies and families face and he provides
easily applicable solutions.
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